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Get In, Get Out, Together

ESCAPE-CHAIR® VOLT Powered evac chair
suitable for access and egress
The Escape-Chair® VOLT is powered by
battery and has an easy-to-understand
control panel with display that is located
on the operating handle. After unfolding
the Escape-Chair® VOLT it is immediately
ready to use.
Can be operated by just one person by simply
pushing the operating handle down in the
direction of the stairs. The best solution for solving
more complex access and evacuation issues.
This model has been especially designed for
people with reduced mobility (PRM) to assist
with getting up and down stairs. Ideally suited
for emergency situations, fire evacuation, access,
and lift breakdowns.

Applications
	Can be used in all public areas for example,
airports, sports stadiums. All building with
straight stairs and handle system for curved
and spiral stairs
Basement evacuation
Airport buses and ambulances.

Why choose the
ESCAPE-CHAIR® VOLT
	Ready for use within seconds
	Footrest
	Armrests

Get In, Get Out, Together

	LED lighting for dark environment
	3 height adjustable operating handle
	Flame & heat resistant seat,
head rest & dust cover
	Carrying handles front & back
	CE certified
	Using time when full charged: 2 hours
	Motor: 36V, 300W
	Repeated charging times (on 220Volt): 500
	Battery life: 3 – 5 years
	Extra battery pack: Optional
	Number of speeds: 3.
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Specifications

About us

Capacity

185kg

Weight

± 30 kg

Dimensions (folded)

115 x 50 x 27 cm

Warranty

Warranty: 6 years
(not including
general wear
and tear)

Manufacturer

Escape Mobility
Products Ltd

Evaccess provide the most comprehensive
range of evacuation chairs and stairclimbers to
improve safety when getting people in and out
of buildings. Important - people have different
needs and therefore require different choices.
Evaccess have formed a partnership with
Escape Mobility Company Ltd, since 2019.
We are a UK distributor and we work on their
behalf to complete service and training jobs
across the whole of the UK and Ireland.
Evaccess are also responsible for completing
Site Survey’s for Escape Mobility, who are based
in the Netherlands, but work with many other
countries internationally.

